
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND INTERCONNECTING 

HOLISTIC HEALTH SOFTWARE



QX World’s OMNIS software enables you to 

smoothly manage all your energetic visualization 

from one central screen and allows for complete 

control of the full spectrum of acknowledged 

medical holistic ways of thinking.

Top class reliability
Continuously  
enhanced

User friendly 
maintenance

Top class reliability, field-proven by  

over 12,000 installations worldwide Continuously enhanced, maintained  

and improved for maximized efficiency

One click, user friendly, easy start  

and update options  

via dedicated desktop app



Understand the INVISIBLE

One of the basics of QX World’s OMNIS software, is the  

use and linking of multiple known perspectives in holistic 

knowledge. These abstract views, grouping content 

windows that logically belong together, can then be used 

as one element, and as such be addressed during your 

energetic training. Perspectives can either be generated 

by the software or created by the user, depending on the 

user’s knowledge and/or on the objective of the training.

The powerful QX World OMNIS software will boost 

your operational efficiency and will save you many 

hours of precious time. Thanks to the system’s 

advanced capabilities and linking between different 

knowledge models, you no longer need to go dive 

deeply inside each holistic healthcare knowledge  

to generate and master all the information yourself. 

QX World’s OMNIS is the result of more than ten 

years of intensive R&D and many years of strong 

commitment to the health care industry. This solid 

expertise has developed into a highly reliable 

software that brings maximum uptime to your 

energetic visualization and therapy.

QX World’s Software Care program assures that via 

6-monthly version updates for the OMNIS software 

and with it the complete database system is kept 

secure, and new feature improvements are added 

to answer your evolving therapy needs.

All embracing to see 
the invisible

More powerful  
& efficiency

Time-tested  Long term support



OMNIS your Portal  
to a New Dimension 

An amazing facelift providing user friendliness, visually 

more attractive, using uniform backgrounds, reorganized 

and same size buttons, categorizing by color use 

background and much more 

Driver optimization leading to better compatibility with 

Win 10 and any following versions 

Written in Delphi 2020 – the newest programming 

language which supports rapid application development; 

to better support Windows development, it also offers the 

Component Object Model 

Newest components used in programming: not only do 

we use the newest language, but also the most current, 

fast and professional components! 

Automatic device recognition: the program 

automatically recognizes the device connected,  

no need to set the communication port, you can plug 

and unplug the device during the session without 

having to close the main program  

Centralized update and activation from the 

QXSUBSPACE App. What does that mean? You will no 

longer need to start the program to activate! Activate in 

the App, then run your program with no interruptions, 

quick and easy! 

Database is updated in the background, while the 

program is running, the therapist does not need to do 

any updates 

Multi-layered Smart Report function, offering the Client 

and Therapist valuable and compliant information

Faster Start-up of the program as many processes now 

run in the background 

The Database and Database Protection has been 

updated to make sure you, your patients and all their 

valuable information is protected! 

Processes run on more threads, using different cores of 

the processor for different applications, which leads to 

quicker functioning

Live language switch: change from English to another 

language WHILE running your session! 

Save the Added Matrix Lines and Patients with one click 

The program now uses fewer computer resources, 

which leads to faster processing on slower computers 

No need to install DivX or other video playing 

applications, players are embedded into the program 

own's media player  

Optimized protection system: faster, less errors and 

improved encryption 

Video database is now compressed, taking up less 

space on the hardware 

No need to install PDF Reader, as the program now  

has an embedded PDF reader 

Communication with the device completely rewritten 

to be faster, more efficient and adaptable (for example 

to create compatibility with other operating systems 

like iOS, Mac, Linux, Android) 



MODULES



Biofeedback Interface 

Graphics (BIG)

Do you want to see how your device works in real time? 

Our Biofeedback Interface Graphics module is here 

exactly for that! Follow the reaction of your patient,  

the output of the device, the harness connection  

and valuable information taken simultaneously  

from the OMNIS, all at the same time. Using some  

of the methods of more traditional Biofeedback,  

the BIG can also help your patient gain balance, train 

themselves, master their reactions and be more in 

contact with their inner self and capabilities, all working 

together to activate the body’s ability to heal itself.



BodyViewer

Walking the pathway to health becomes so much 

easier when clients can actually ‘see’ what needs fixing! 

Project visual enhancement with high quality videos 

during the OMNIS session! With the Body Viewer,  

you are literally able to offer your patients a 3D 

experience, using the combined effects of visualization 

and very specific guided imagery designed to aid  

the main session as light frequential treatment.  

A whole library of audio video material is at your 

fingertips, all amplified with a mix of vibrational, 

auditory and visual stimuli that will actively involve  

the client in the recovery process. The powers of guided 

imagery and positive reinforcement have tremendous 

effects on general wellbeing, or on a focused specific 

problem we want to address. The Body Viewer is in 

constant information exchange with the main OMNIS, 

auto focusing its subconscious choices using the 

results you obtain continuously during your session. 

You can make your own selections or run an 

automated flow of therapies that gets the most current 

information from the OMNIS!



Degen Scan

A Piggyback program that detects subtle energies 

and allows for the possibility to work on an existing 

condition, if known, to apply light entrainment.  

From user friendly design, multiple therapy threads, 

to scans focused on emotional versus physical causes, 

the Degen Scan has it all! Degen Scan is built  

on the same principle as Quantic Biofeedback, 

helping the therapist find the causes of dis-ease, 

work on eliminating the stress factors, and building 

the path back to health from there on.



Disease Dictionary

Contrary to what its name states, this OMNIS module  

is anything but your typical library function. Focused on 

health case, this is a sort of dictionary that translates  

a condition into multiple ways of natural medicine 

designed to address it and reduce the stress factors 

associated with it. Click on an item in the list and you  

are rewarded with a range of natural therapy and advice, 

from Chinese Oriental Acupuncture, Electroacupuncture, 

Behavioral Medicine to the more conservatory Medical 

Definition and Symptom Check. As it runs together with 

OMNIS and all the other modules, you then have the option 

to work on multiple issues at the same time and give your 

patient the best possible care.



Home Use

Intricate part of OMNIS, the Home Use module is “home” 

to your automated therapy base, quick and easy to use, 

one of the most favorite modules amongst our therapists. 

You can personalize a session on the spot, choosing from 

more than 25 therapy options, with individual timings 

 and an overall progress view. Ideal for returning clients 

that want to work on specific items, an impromptu client 

drop by, or even a self-focused session. Outstanding 

results while being time efficient!



Iridology

Complement your OMNIS Software with an additional 

program that uses the superpowers of Iridology. Working in 

perfect harmony with your OMNIS, you can simultaneously 

run the two programs together and use the Iridology  

to provide light piggyback treatment for an exhaustive  

range of stress factors. From acupuncture points to specific 

eye related complaints, the Iridology focuses on stress factors  

in the following area: Facial, Eye, Gyums, Dental, Quadrant 

Repair, Eye Hand Coordination, Sacred Geometry, General 

Anatomy and many more. As easy to use as you can imagine! 

Choose your point of therapy, double click and let your QUEX 

device carry out the ideal balancing protocols  

with the optimal intensity and strength.



Smart Report

The Smart Report is everything you ever needed for 

engaging with your patients and building up your 

practice! Session information is now simple, visual 

and captivating!



Smart Report PRO

Did you ever imagine a simple report function can turn out 

to be your must trusted advisor? Simple for you to use, yet 

exhaustive and complicated AI algorithms are working in the 

background to make sure you have the most comprehensive 

picture of your patient’s session summary. So much more 

than just bulks of data hard to sort through and interpret, 

our Smart Report shows you the most accurate results, 

analyzes trends of improvement, allows for incredible 

personalization and learns about your patients the more you 

use it. You will be able to go back in time and search for any 

item of interest, get an average of improvement of any area 

of interest in time, see how risks, matrix items, emotions etc. 

behave in time, see what areas you worked with most and 

how rectification improves and changes. And if that is not 

enough, it will also pinpoint issues you might have forgotten, 

drawing your attention to an item or category that appears 

in the highest risk areas, to make sure you are not missing 

any important health aspect related to your patient. Couple 

your therapist intuition, knowledge and experience with our 

AI, and you have a perfect match!
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Additional Stand-alone Apps

Quitting smoking can be stressful. Yet it doesn’t 

have to be! With Anti-S you can now support 

your customers suppress the urge to smoke, 

using the principles of Quantum Biofeedback

Senso Beauty skill up your practice and 

give your clients the perfect balance for 

health through inner and outer beauty!

Everybody deserves to feel spiritually and 

emotionally balanced. And now you can get 

the key with Prayer, designed for deepening 

relaxation practices, reducing stressors and 

balancing the day to day peaks and lows.


